Kinship Chart - Father’s side

Legend

- Elder siblings are put to the right of the individual.
- Younger siblings are put to the left of the individual.
- Siblings put only on the right are called by the same name whether older or younger than the individual.
- All those on the same line are of the same generation.

= Married
= Man
= Woman
= You
= Woman

• Elder siblings are put to the right of the individual.
• Younger siblings are put to the left of the individual.
• Siblings put only on the right are called by the same name whether older or younger than the individual.
• All those on the same line are of the same generation.
Kinship Chart - Mother’s Side

Legend

- Elder siblings are put to the right of the individual.
- Younger siblings are put to the left of the individual.
- Siblings put only on the right are called by the same name whether older or younger than the individual.
- All those on the same line are of the same generation.

♥ = Married
♂ = Man
♀ = Woman
Kinship Chart
Siblings and Children of a Man
(kwvtij)

Legend
• Elder siblings are put to the right of the individual.
• Younger siblings are put to the left of the individual.
• Siblings put only on the right are called by the same name whether older or younger than the individual.
• All those on the same line are of the same generation.

Heart = Married
Man = = You
Woman = = Woman
Kinship Chart
Siblings and Children of a Woman
(kwvtij -until marriage)
(neejtsa -after marriage)

Legend

• Elder siblings are put to the right of the individual.
• Younger siblings are put to the left of the individual.
• Siblings put only on the right are called by the same name whether older or younger than the individual.
• All those on the same line are of the same generation.

Legend

= Married
= Man
= Woman
= You

Elder siblings are put to the right of the individual.
Younger siblings are put to the left of the individual.
Siblings put only on the right are called by the same name whether older or younger than the individual.
All those on the same line are of the same generation.